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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I took my title “Speak Softly and Carry a Big Social Media Strategy” from President Theodore Roosevelt’s well-known phrase:



SPEAK SOFTLY AND CARRY A BIG 
STICK; YOU WILL GO FAR.

--Teddy Roosevelt

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Speak softly and carry a big stick; you will go far.”



Original text: Library of Congress

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The phrase was first used by Roosevelt in a letter sent when he was Governor of New York to Henry L. Sprague, in 1900. Roosevelt wrote, in a bout of happiness after forcing New York's Republican committee to pull support away from a corrupt financial adviser:I have always been fond of the West African proverb: "Speak softly and carry a big stick; you will go far."After that he used it in many speeches, and as the basis of his strategy. (Original text: Library of Congress), Public Domain, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=4380473



“…The exercise of 
intelligent forethought and 
decisive action sufficiently 
far in advance of any likely 
crisis.” 

Theodore Roosevelt was president of 
the United States from 1901 to 1909.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As president from 1901 to 1909, Theodore Roosevelt believed America had a big role to play in the world. Roosevelt described his style of foreign policy as “the exercise of intelligent forethought and decisive action sufficiently far in advance of any likely crisis.” (Wikipedia article “Big Stick ideology” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_Stick_ideology)



BIG STICK 
DIPLOMACY
1. Possess the power 

necessary to persuade the 
adversary

2. Strike only when prepared 
to strike hard

3. Act justly
4. Never bluff
5. Allow the adversary to 

save face when defeated

Joseph Keppler’s illustration from Puck magazine

Presenter
Presentation Notes
His philosophy and strategy were often described as Big Stick Diplomacy, which had five components. First it was essential to possess serious military capability that would force the adversary to pay close attention. The other qualities were to strike only when prepared to strike hard, to act justly toward other nations, never to bluff, and be willing to allow the adversary to save face in defeat.The idea is negotiating peacefully but also having strength in case things go wrong. 



CANAL DIPLOMACY IN 
CENTRAL-SOUTH AMERICA
Building a Canal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To illustrate this, I will share an example of how Roosevelt handled canal diplomacy in Central and South America. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The U.S. wanted a canal across Central America. In 1899, a commission was set up to determine which site would be best for the canal (Nicaragua or Panama) and then to oversee construction of the canal.They first proposed building the canal in Nicaragua in 1901, pressing the Nicaraguan Government for approval of a canal. Nicaragua would receive $1.5 million in ratification, $100,000 annually, and the U.S. would "provide sovereignty, independence, and territorial integrity". Nicaragua then returned the contract draft with a change; they wished to receive, instead of an annual $100,000, $6 million in ratification. The U.S. accepted the deal, but after Congress approved the contract, a problem of court jurisdiction came up. The U.S. did not have legal jurisdiction in the land of the future canal. This problem was on the verge of correction, but those who wanted the canal built in Panama managed to block it.After Nicaragua was ruled out, Panama was the obvious choice. However, once the U.S. solidified interests in Panama, which was actually part of Columbia at the time, both Colombia and the French company that was to provide the construction materials raised their prices! The U.S., refusing to pay the higher-than-expected fees, "engineered a revolution" in Colombia.On November 3, 1903, Panama (with the support of Roosevelt and the U.S. Navy) revolted against Colombia. Panama became a new republic, receiving $10 million from the U.S. alone. Panama also gained an annual payment of $250,000, and guarantees of independence. The U.S. gained the rights to the canal area "in perpetuity". Roosevelt later said that he…



“I took the Canal, and let 
Congress debate.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Roosevelt later said that he "took the Canal, and let Congress debate". After Colombia lost Panama, they tried to appeal to the U.S., offering to renegotiate treaties and even name Panama City the capital of Colombia.You can see that he employed the strategy not just in foreign policy, but in domestic arena as well.



By William Allen Rogers
Courtesy of Granger Collection
http://americanhistory.si.edu/militaryhistory/exhibition/zoomify.asp?id=1937&type=g&width=640&height=480&hid
eAlt=1, Public Domain, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=666916

Presenter
Presentation Notes
His approach was certainly heavy-handed at times, earning him a reputation as a giant throwing his weight around (this cartoon is likening him to a character in Gulliver’s Travels).In1904, European creditors of several Latin American countries threatened armed intervention to collect debts. President Theodore Roosevelt promptly proclaimed the right of the United States to exercise an “international police power” to curb such “chronic wrongdoing.” He sent the U. S. Marines into Santo Domingo in 1904, Nicaragua in 1911, and Haiti in 1915 to keep the Europeans out. Other Latin American nations weren’t thrilled that the “great Colossus of the North” intervened in this way, and it caused some strain in the relationships.Roosevelt believed in the Monroe doctrine which said that the United States opposed European colonialism in the Americas, that European nations trying to take control of any independent state in North or South America would manifest as an “unfriendly disposition toward the United States.” The idea was that countries should be able to determine for themselves what government they wanted. 



SPEAK SOFTLY

'World's Constable' Cartoon by Louis Dalrymple, 1905

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To be fair, he did seem (in general) to believe that countries should be allowed to govern themselves. He refused to annex Cuba, though a large group of Americans were unhappy with him for it. He supported Mexico’s fight for independence. These actions earned him and the U.S. a reputation for policing the affairs of other countries, particularly if they were in the Americas.But he also Helped negotiate peace between Japan and Russia to end the Russo-Japanese war in September 1905, for which he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize.



SOCIAL MEDIA STRATEGY
AS

BIG STICK DIPLOMACY

“The exercise of intelligent forethought and 
decisive action sufficiently far in advance of 
any likely crisis.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“…The exercise of intelligent forethought and decisive action sufficiently far in advance of any likely crisis.” sounds like a great goal when it comes to social media.I’m assuming that your agency is already using social media. Recent studies have found that 85% of governments and agencies are active on social media. We get a lot of questions from records officers about social media, which I’m hoping to address.So my purpose of discussing strategy is not to say “don’t use social media;” it’s more about how you are using social media, and how you are applying records management principles to social media, that I want to discuss. I guess you could say it’s more about using social media diplomatically.So let’s apply Big Stick Diplomacy to social media strategy.



BIG STICK 
DIPLOMACY
1. Possess the power 

necessary to persuade the 
adversary

2. Strike only when prepared 
to strike hard

3. Act justly
4. Never bluff
5. Allow the adversary to 

save face when defeated

Joseph Keppler’s illustration from Puck magazine

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a reminder, the five components of big stick diplomacy are: Possess serious power that will force the parties involved (aka “adversary”) to pay close attentionStrike only when prepared to strike hardAct justly toward other partiesNever bluffAllow the other parties to save face in defeatThe idea is negotiating peacefully but also having strength in case things go wrong. 



POWER: HOW 
TO GET IT?

• Reconnaissance

• Alliances

• Strategy

• Policy

• Instill Fear

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So…power. How to get it?How many of you feel like you have power in your agencies?If you are one of the many who did not raise your hands, you are not alone. I am going to suggest some tactics that could help you gain and leverage power within your organization, and as an organization within the social media world.ReconnaissanceAlliancesStrategyPolicyInstill Fear



RECONNAISSANCE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Doing “recon”: Gather information about the “lay of the land”.



RECON: KNOW YOUR “WHY”
• Interact with community

• Inform citizens

• Collaborate across 
agencies

• Recruit employees

• Advertise services

• Improve image

• Build relationships

Image: https://www.worldbank.org/en/about/what-we-do/brief/citizen-engagement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Figure out your agency’s motives and objectives, WHY you are using social mediaInteract with communityInform citizensCollaborate across agenciesRecruit employeesAdvertise servicesImprove imageBuild relationships

https://www.worldbank.org/en/about/what-we-do/brief/citizen-engagement


RECON: KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE(S)
• Public citizens?

• Gov’t employees?

• Generation?

• Education level?

• Needs?

• Interests? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Know your target audience, or audiencesAre they public citizens or gov’t employees?What is their median age?What level of education do they have?What needs or interests bring them to your social media site? The reason this is so important is because those characteristics can tell you which social media platforms you are most likely to reach your audience on. 



RECON: KNOW THE OPTIONS
Facebook Build visibility; longer stories & 

photos; interactive video.
Most used social media among 
all ages: 2.32 billion monthly 
users, 1.15 billion daily users.

Twitter Share commentary on current 
news, participate in event or cause, 
keep up w/ breaking news.

44% of gov’t agencies allow
employees to use it for work.
40% use for breaking news alerts.

YouTube Reach large Internet audience with 
videos, a popular & effective
medium. 

~1/3 of all people on Internet.
Reaches more 18 to 49-year-olds 
than any cable network in U.S.

Instagram Engaging way to host or participate 
in events around a profession or 
issue. 

500 million monthly users.
80 million photos shared daily, on 
average.

LinkedIn Business networking; recruitment 
tool; longer stories & photos.

Military & veteran members 
among the most active users.
40 million students & recent grads.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is good research out there on who is using which platforms and for what. Here is a little information about the top 5 platforms.FacebookBuild visibility; longer stories & photos; interactive video.Most used social media among all ages: 2.32 billion monthly users, 1.15 billion daily users.TwitterShare commentary on current news, participate in event or cause, keep up w/ breaking news.44% of gov’t agencies allow employees to use it for work.40% use for breaking news alerts.YouTubeReach large Internet audience with videos, a popular & effective medium. Almost 1/3 of all people on Internet.Reaches more 18 to 49-year-olds than any cable network in U.S.InstagramEngaging way to host or participate in events around a profession or issue. 500 million monthly users.80 million photos shared daily, on average.LinkedInBusiness networking; recruitment tool; longer stories & photos.Military & veteran members among the most active users.40 million students & recent grads.



RECON: KNOW YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES

GOVERNMENT RECORDS

• Government social media site 
content

• Government business post on 
non-government social media site

• Posts about agency business by 
gov’t employee, public official, or 
representative on personal social 
media site?

NOT GOVERNMENT RECORDS

• Personal business post by gov’t 
employee on non-gov’t social 
media site

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Know your responsibilitiesIs social media a gov’t record?If it’s gov’t business being conducted or discussed by gov’t employee, public official, or agency representative, then yes.



USE OFFICIAL ACCOUNTS FOR 
OFFICIAL COMMUNICATIONS
• Public officials & all staff use 

gov’t media accounts for all 
gov’t business
• But never for personal 

communications

• Do NOT use personal media 
accounts for gov’t 
communications

• Elected officials do NOT use 
gov’t accounts to post 
about political campaigns 
or parties

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is why you should only Use Official Accounts for Official Communications To simplify compliance, ensure that: ● Public officials and all staff should use official media accounts for all government business. ● Government communications should not originate from personal accounts (although they can be amplified via personal accounts). ● Personal communications should never be made via public accounts. ● Elected officials should not use government accounts to post content reflecting the interests of political campaigns or parties.



SOCIAL MEDIA RECORDS RETENTION 
REQUIREMENTS & CHALLENGES

LAWS & PRINCIPLES

• All electronic records created or 
received by gov’t agency must 
be managed according to 
retention schedules regardless of 
the platform or device they are 
on. (Utah Code 46-4-501(5))

• Retention length should be based 
on the content of the record & its 
value, not on its format or storage 
medium.

• Historical content should be 
preserved w/ metadata & 
transferred to the State Archives.

REALITY

• Elected officials can be hard to 
contain.

• Social media platform & content is 
owned & managed by third party 
vendor. 

• Deleting content from social 
media platform is difficult & might 
be unwise.

• Preserving & transferring social 
media content w/ metadata 
costs $$$.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other laws & principles Utah Code 46-4-501(5) requires that all electronic records created or received by a government agency (or an individual conducting the agency's business) must be managed according to retention schedules established with the Division of Archives and Records Service and approved either by the State Records Committee or, for local entities only, by the local governing body. This is regardless of the platform or device they are on.Retention length should be based on the content of the record & its value, not on its format or storage medium.Historical content should be preserved w/ metadata & transferred to the State Archives.THE REALITY isElected officials can be hard to contain.Social media platform & content owned & managed by third party vendor. Deleting content from social media platform is difficult & might be unwise.Preserving & transferring social media content w/ metadata costs $$$.



How the heck am I supposed to apply 
retention schedules to social media?
Focus on two things:

• Identify historically valuable content
• Evidence of an administration’s policies, business, or mission
• Information only available on the social media site
• Official agency information
• Direct communication with the public using social media

• Preserve those effectively

Presenter
Presentation Notes
$64 million dollar question: �How the heck am I supposed to apply retention schedules to social media?What does that even look like?Focus on two things:Identify historically valuable contentEvidence of an administration’s policies, business, or missionInformation only available on the social media siteOfficial agency informationDirect communication with the public using social mediaPreserve them effectivelyWe’ll get into that more later.



RECON: KNOW YOUR LIMITATIONS
• Budget

• Staff

• Policies

• Risk Tolerance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last bit of recon you should do is to learn about your limitations:Find out what your organization’s budget for social media is. How many members of staff can spare time to help with it, and what are their skills? Are there policies in place that could affect social media? And how much risk is your agency willing to tolerate? These things should factor into your strategy.Knowledge is power, so the more recon you do, the better you’ll be prepared for, or be able to avert, a crisis. 



FORM ALLIANCES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another key to getting power is forming alliances. There is strength in numbers.There are two parts to forming alliances: 1—identify the “enemy”, and 2—find others with the same enemy and recruit them to your team 



IDENTIFY THE “ENEMY”
• Boss

• Rogue politician

• Public heckler

• State Archives

• Vendors 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1—identify the “enemy”So, who is the “enemy” in this scenario?Is it your boss, who gave you the responsibility to oversee your agency’s Facebook page, in addition to all of the other jobs you do?Is it the commissioner who makes controversial statements on your agency’s Twitter account, despite being asked not to?Is it a member of the public who likes to hound your agency with critical or inflammatory comments?Is it the State Archives who makes things harder than they need to be and asks impossible things of you?Is it someone trying to sell you social media archiving products?Maybe all of the above. Haha.It’s probably more helpful to think of the enemy as problems, or potential problems, than as specific people. 



IDENTIFY THE “ENEMY”
• Boss

• Rogue politician

• Public heckler

• State Archives

• Vendors 

• Lack of support from above

• Ignorance regarding risks

• Lack of plan & tools

• Legal requirements not met or 
not realistic

• Lack of funding

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you think of it from a different perspective:The problem with your boss may be lack of support from the upper ranks.The problem with the rogue commissioner may be that he/she has not been educated regarding risks.The problem with the heckling member of the public may be that you don’t have a plan or tools to handle inflammatory comments.The problem with the State Archives may be that legal requirements have not kept up with the changes in communication technologies. The problem with someone trying to sell you social media archiving products may be that your agency (and the rest of the world) made decisions in the past without worrying about the future. And now here you are, stuck in that future without the money to get what you need. These are just possibilities of course. I’m not saying that these problems (or explanations for them) are real; I’m just giving an example of looking for the problems behind the situations or people in order to identify the enemy. 



BUILD A TEAM
• Decision-maker

• Legal***

• Public relations/PIO

• IT

• Whoever you think will help 
you accomplish objectives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who are potential allies? Who else in your organization cares about social media? Or about the potential problems you’ve identified?Decision-maker, if possibleLegal***Public Relations/Outreach/Public Information OfficerIT: cyber securityWhoever you think will help you accomplish objectivesSet up a meeting with these people to discuss your agency’s social media situation. They are your allies!



DETERMINE STRATEGY

WHY?

WHO?
HOW?

WHICH?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To possess sufficient power, you need a clearly defined and documented strategy.In addition to defining your objectives and your intent, (*click) you will need to decide as a group how your staff should respond to inappropriate or negative comments from the community. *clickYou will definitely want your legal counsel involved in this decision; there is a lot of risk associated with handling these types of situations.Your strategy should specify who in your organization will create, post, and monitor social media content. *clickWho will have that ability and access?Your strategy should specify how many and which social media platforms you use. *click 



• Specify number of 
platforms

• Plan for associated costs
• Account for staff time
• Archiving tool

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s easy to spread yourself too thin.Fewer platforms with higher quality content is usually betterPlan for associated costsAcknowledge the staff time it requires--make the related job duties officialArchiving tools



How the heck am I supposed to preserve 
and transfer social media to the State 
Archives?

• Metadata is part of the record, so screenshots don’t 
cut it

• Social media archiving tools
• Purchasing a tool
• Using a free tool
• Download the content yourself

• FB & Twitter only

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which leads us to the other $64 million dollar question: �How the heck am I supposed to preserve and transfer social media to the State Archives?Metadata is part of he record, so screenshots don’t cut itThere are social media archiving toolsPurchasing a toolFree toolsDownload the content yourselfFacebook and Twitter only



PURCHASING AN ARCHIVING TOOL

Organizati
on URL

Info/Price 
URL

Cloud 
Based

Desktop 
App

Federated 
Search?

Schedule 
Posts

Run 
Reports?

Multiple 
Users

Underling 
Control 
(Permission
s)

Import 
Data Export?

Smarsh

http://ww
w.smarsh.c
om/

http://ww
w.smarsh.c
om/archivi
ng-and-
complianc
e/ x no x ? x x x

x from 
previous 
archive x

Archive-It
https://arc
hive-it.org/

https://arc
hive-
it.org/static
/files/archi
veit_broch
ure.pdf x no x

ArchiveSoc
ial

http://arch
ivesocial.c
om/

http://arch
ivesocial.c
om/pricing x no x n/a x x x x x

Hootsuite
https://hoo
tsuite.com/

https://hoo
tsuite.com/
plans x x

x well-
developed x x

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Number 1 thing I have to say:The state does not require that you use any particular archiving tool. As long as it preserves, and makes accessible, your posts with all of the information of the original, including photos, graphics, videos, etc. and the associated metadata, then it meets the legal requirement.We’ve had some people call with this question because a vendor seemed to be implying that the state required all agencies to use them. The state does not endorse any particular vendor. Period.That being said, the state has contracted with one vendor and offers the contracted price to any gov’t agency within Utah. That vendor is ArchiveSocial. But there are many excellent products out there, including SMARSH, Hootsuite, Archive-It, and many others. There are close to 70 or 80 products on the market, though their capabilities vary widely. There is a Forrester Report from 2015 that researches and compares the social media archiving products on the market. The wrote that “Social archiving vendors help meet...emerging challenges with tools that directly capture social posts, fully recreate metadata, and enable quick, intuitive searches to handle review and supervision tasks,” (Hayes, Nick & Cheryl McKinnon, 2015, p. 1).Forrester reports cost money and are copyrighted, so I can’t share their findings with you. However, our own Renée Wilson has conducted some research in the last year or so, comparing dozens of products, and I’m sure she’d be happy to share her findings with you. Her spreadsheet has 46 columns of features that she compared, so I couldn’t fit it all on here, but I’ve shown you a few of them.   Utah Code 46-4-301.  Retention of electronic records -- Originals.�(1)If a law requires that a record be retained, the requirement is satisfied by retaining an electronic record of the information in the record that:(a)accurately reflects the information set forth in the record after it was first generated in its final form as an electronic record or otherwise; and(b)remains accessible for later reference.

http://www.smarsh.com/
http://www.smarsh.com/archiving-and-compliance/
https://archive-it.org/
https://archive-it.org/static/files/archiveit_brochure.pdf
http://archivesocial.com/
http://archivesocial.com/pricing
https://hootsuite.com/
https://hootsuite.com/plans


SOCIAL MEDIA USE GUIDELINE, P. 8
• Features to look for in a social media archiving tool

• Options for all platforms
• Archives in native format, w/ metadata 
• Live captures 24/7
• Custom retention rules
• Searches & filters archive
• Exports & imports data in original format & context
• You maintain ownership rights
• Comprehensive reporting
• Connects to both local & cloud-based servers
• Creates & exports an audit log
• Runs a checksum
• Encrypts data with 256-bit encryption (SSAE16/SOC2 Audit Certified)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We published a Social Media Use Guideline for Government Agencies in April, which covers a lot of what I am discussing today, including features to look for in a social media archiving tool. Has archive options for all of your social media platformsArchives posts in their native format, w/ metadata and contextLive captures & archives data 24/7Creates custom retention rules per accountSearches & filters internal and external social media archiveExports & imports data in its original format & contextYou (the agency) maintain ownership rights to ALL archived social mediaComprehensive reportingConnects to your local servers as well as cloud-based backup serversCreates & exports an audit/maintenance logRuns a checksum as part of each backup procedureEncrypts data to a high enough levelI’ve attached the guideline at the end of the presentation.

https://archives.utah.gov/documents/social-media-guideline-2019.pdf


USING AN OPEN-SOURCE (FREE) TOOL
• Social Feed Manager harvests public tweets using Twitter’s API

• Developed by George Washington University Libraries

• Lentil captures images posted on Instagram and the 
corresponding metadata via API
• Developed by North Carolina State University Libraries 

• Sites that provide API code, allowing social media harvesting 
include:
• Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, and LinkedIn

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Currently there are some free open-source programs that allow for the harvesting of social media data, though on a limited scale.The team at George Washington University Libraries created Social Feed Manager, which harvests public tweets using Twitter’s Application Programming Interface (API). Social Feed Manager allows for tweets to be harvested by “specific users, search[ed]...by keyword, and filter[ed] by geolocation.” The program divides tweets into sets for easier mobility and allows for the data to be exported as CSV files to other programs for supplemental analysis.In 2013, North Carolina State University (NCSU) Libraries developed the open-source program Lentil, available on GitHub, that captures images posted on Instagram and the corresponding metadata.Programs like Social Feed Manager and Lentil use API platforms provided by social media sites to create their harvesting tools. Sites that provide API code, allowing easy social media harvesting include: Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, and LinkedIn

https://social-feed-manager.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://github.com/NCSU-Libraries/lentil


DIY SOCIAL MEDIA ARCHIVING

https://www.facebook.com/help/212802592074644

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Facebook and Twitter provide their own applications allowing users to download their data. It can take a couple of days, and it doesn’t always work for group or business accounts, but it might be worth trying. HTML and JSON formats available.

https://www.facebook.com/help/212802592074644


CREATE POLICY 
(WRITE DOWN YOUR DECISIONS)

• Internal appropriate use standard

• External appropriate use policy

• Guideline for moderating public 
content judiciously

• Recordkeeping practices & 
requirements
• Security best practices

• Roles, Responsibilities, & Training

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Create a Policy, which is basically writing down the decisions you’ve madeInternal appropriate use standardExternal appropriate use policyGuideline for moderating public content judiciouslyRecordkeeping practices & requirementsSecurity best practicesRoles, Responsibilities, & Training



EXTERNAL APPROPRIATE USE POLICY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
External appropriate use policyEstablish the parameters of your social media site and expectations for how the public should engage with it.Publish an outward-facing policy for public commenters and agency moderators to follow, and post it where users will be most likely to find it. The policy needs to: List categories of prohibited speech and behavior that are subject to deletion or banning. Please note that viewpoint discrimination is not allowed. You cannot remove somebody’s opinion because it is critical of you or your agency, or because it is contrary to the position of the agency, even if the opinion is stated rudely.Be posted publiclyBe applied consistently 



INSTILL FEAR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The final tool for gaining power is Instilling fear (Risk assessment & real-life social media get horror stories)I had a records officer ask me once how she could rein in a rogue commissioner or board member in her city or special district. I really believe that some people believe they are invincible. This photo of a bald eagle was taken by me and my husband on a road trip returning home from the Redwood Forest. We were on a small two-lane highway in Oregon and this bald eagle was only a few feet from our car; it couldn’t have cared less about me stopping and taking a photo of it. It knows it is protected, impervious. [My husband is a law enforcement officer who tends to believe that he can get away with speeding….]Anyway, sometimes with some people, fear tactics are going to be your most effective tool.



GIVING/GETTING THE AX

Philadelphia Police Commissioner Ross 
announcing the terminations on July 18.

Stanley McCullars and his Facebook posts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Plain View Project scans Facebook posts and comments made by current and former law enforcement officers for what, in their view, are “statements about race, religion, ethnicity and the acceptability of violent policing” that could “undermine public trust and confidence in our police” and affect officers’ ability to be fair and unbiased in their “on-the-job behaviors and choices.” They post the collection on a website.https://www.plainviewproject.org/data#philadelphia-1588089310-1737Emily Baker-White, a lawyer and co-creator of Plain View Project, posted a collection of content from Philadelphia officers in June which led to 72 officers being pulled from the streets and put on “non-enforcement” duty on June 20, 2019, while an investigation was conducted. At the end of the investigation, 13 officers were fired and 56 suspended for violating the police department’s social media policy. https://www.phillyvoice.com/philadelphia-police-officers-fired-racist-offensive-social-media-posts-facebook-suspended/……………………………………..In 2017, State Attorney Aramis Ayala declared publicly that her office would not seek the death penalty in capital murder cases. This was in the wake of a tragic double-murder wherein a man killed his pregnant girlfriend and subsequently murdered Orlando Police Department officer LT Debra Clayton as she attempted to apprehend him. Another officer was fatally injured in a traffic accident connected to this crime-spree. A few evenings after State Attorney Ayala made this statement, Stanley McCullars posted comments from his Facebook account criticizing the State Attorney’s decision. He also posted a comment to another individual’s Facebook page concerning Ms. Ayala’s position on the death penalty, writing that Ayala, the first African-American State Attorney in Florida, “should get the death penalty,” and “should be tarred and feathered if not hung from a tree.” Later that same night, he made another Facebook post that said: “Yep, it was wrong for me to post that. I let my anger at her efforts to thwart justice get the better of me. No excuses.” McCullars strenuously denies that the post was racially motivated, claiming that he was unaware of Ayala’s race when he made the posts. The posts were deleted by a third party shortly after they were posted.�His comments went viral. Almost immediately after the posts spread across the internet, Stanley McCullars was identified as a Seminole County Clerk’s Office employee. The next morning, March 20, 2017, the Clerk’s Office’s phones were ringing off the hook with complaints. Ms. Lia Denning, the head of human resources, testified that citizens calling the Clerk’s Office were upset, with some people crying while others used profanity to express their outrage. Mr. McCullars’ comments were largely characterized by concerned citizens as racist. Some citizens requested that the Clerk of Court, Mr. Maloy, return their call. The volume of telephone calls was so significant that two additional staff members were pulled from their duties to answer phone calls and emails related to the Facebook posts. The work environment was a nightmare with media converging outside the building.There was an immediate investigation and he was fired a few days later. The attorney for the County said that “Florida Rules of Court identify the Office of the Clerk of Court as an arm of the judiciary. Accordingly, she was concerned that Mr. McCullars’ comments reflected poorly upon the integrity and impartiality of the Clerk’s Office, thereby undermining the public’s confidence in the administration of justice.” Stanley McCullars sued the person who fired him, claiming free speech rights were violated; however, he lost. The case didn’t go to jury bcz “the Court finds that in applying the Pickering balancing test to the specific facts of this case, Plaintiff’s speech is not entitled to protection under the First Amendment to the United States Constitution.”https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2019/4/27/1845522/-Court-let-fired-gov-employee-who-made-lynching-comment-know-that-he-was-NOT-the-victim�



SUED FOR REMOVING COMMENTS
Hawaii Defense Foundation v. 
Honolulu Police Department

• Plaintiffs alleged that they 
arbitrarily moderated their FB 
page and deleted comments 
or banned users who made 
comments unfavorable to the 
department. 

• After 2 years of litigation, it was 
dismissed, but the city had to 
pay $31,000 to the plaintiffs for 
legal fees.

https://www.policechiefmagazine.org/wp-
content/uploads/PoliceChief_August-2018_F3_WEB.pdf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hawaii Defense Foundation v. Honolulu Police DepartmentIn 2012 a complaint was filed in the United States District Court; plaintiffs alleged that the Honolulu Police unlawfully administered their Facebook Fan page in violation of American citizen’s right to free speech. The complaint asserted that the Honolulu police arbitrarily moderated the page by deleting comments and banning users who posted or made comments unfavorable to the department.After 2 years of litigation, it was settled by a Honolulu Federal Court; dismissed, but the city had to pay $31,000 to the plaintiffs for legal fees.

http://www.hawaiifreepress.com/ArticlesMain/tabid/56/ID/12959/HPD-Ordered-to-Pay-31K-over-Censored-Facebook-Comments.aspx
https://www.policechiefmagazine.org/wp-content/uploads/PoliceChief_August-2018_F3_WEB.pdf


STRIKE ONLY 
WHEN 
PREPARED TO 
STRIKE HARD

• Removing comments
• Follow policy
• Consult with legal if it’s a 

matter of interpretation
• Remove does NOT mean 

delete

• Train staff
• Roles
• Guidance on moderating 

public comment judiciously

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which leads us to another element of Big Stick Diplomacy: Strike only when prepared to strike hard.The key word there is “prepared”. Having well-thought-out policies and training your staff on how to use them provides protection for everyone. A couple of important points about removing public comments.Consult with legal if it’s a matter of interpretationFor instance, ours reads “We will remove comments that contain abusive, vulgar, offensive, threatening or harassing language, personal attacks of any kind, or offensive terms that target specific individuals or groups.”What does “vulgar” or “offensive” mean?You cannot remove somebody’s opinion because it is critical of you or your agency, or because it is contrary to the position of the agency, even if the opinion is stated rudely. That is considered “viewpoint discrimination” and violates first amendment right of free speech.Remove does NOT mean deleteEven in cases where a public comment is deemed to violate the policy, you would need to keep a copy of the record in its entirety (just no longer posted online) in order to comply with records management best practices, and to defend challenges to a deletion or banning.



ACT JUSTLY & 
NEVER BLUFF

• Monitor social media 
activity

• Follow through on stated 
consequences for 
violating
• Internally
• Externally

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next element is Act justly & never bluff:Monitor social media activityFollow through on stated consequences for violatingInternallyExternally



ALLOW OTHER 
PARTIES TO 
SAVE FACE IN 
DEFEAT

• I’m skeptical about Roosevelt’s 
belief in this.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The final element of Big Stick Diplomacy is allowing other parties to save face in defeat. To be truthful, I’m skeptical about Roosevelt’s belief in this. 



“I took the Canal, and let 
Congress debate.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
He seems pretty smug about thwarting Congress and Columbia to me. 



AVOID DEFEAT 
FOR ALL 
PARTIES

“…The exercise of intelligent 
forethought and decisive action 
sufficiently far in advance of any 
likely crisis.”

The idea is negotiating peacefully 
but also having strength in case 
things go wrong.

Everyone wins!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But for social media strategy, if you focus on strengthening your power and acting fairly: Who are the winners and losers here?You’ve negotiated peacefully and prepared well in case things go wrong. You’ve “exercised intelligent forethought and decisive action sufficiently far in advance of any likely social media crisis.”Doesn’t this mean that everybody wins?I would say it does.



THANK YOU

http://newsphonereview.xyz/political-cartoon-teddy-roosevelt-big-stick/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you.

http://newsphonereview.xyz/political-cartoon-teddy-roosevelt-big-stick/
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PURPOSE: This guideline is intended to help governmental entities make informed 

decisions regarding social media strategy, usage, and management, 

thereby mitigating risks associated with the use of social media.  
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Determine Your Social Media Strategy 

Social media can help your agency connect with the community in an easy, accessible, 

and cost-effective way. Along with the benefits,  using social media has associated 

challenges of security, privacy, and records management. A simple but sound social 

media strategy can help optimize the benefits and reduce the risks.  

 

Tips for Creating a Strategy 

● Define your intent at the outset: what is your overall social media goal? Develop a 

strategy that aligns the  social media use with objectives that support your 

organization’s overall goals.  

● Ensure that your agency has the staff support  and time necessary to coordinate 

and create content and monitor social media activity, and the resources to train 

staff on these processes.  

● Identify your audience and determine which social media platforms will best meet 

their needs as well as your objectives. Make a plan that will create an online 

interaction that leads to a positive relationship with your audience. 

● Know and comply with laws and policies that apply to your social media records, 

including those pertaining to appropriate use (by both internal and external 

Utah Division of Archives and Records Service 
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users), appropriate access, and records retention. Consult with your legal counsel 

when questions arise. 

● Document your strategy and measure your successes. 

 

Develop a Social Media Policy 

Social media is an important communication tool that requires implementing clear 

processes, policies, and assignments.  

 

Elements of an Internal Social Media Policy 

● Internal appropriate use standard 

○ Establish expectations for how employees should talk about your 

organization, administration, and initiatives on social media. 

○ Guide staff on how to respond to, follow, and engage with social media 

when it mentions your organization. 

○ Clarify what information should and should not be shared on social media. 

○ Specify which social media accounts your organization has elected to use 

and if there are any that are prohibited. 

○ Specify who will have administrative access to your social media accounts 

and who will not. 

○ Credit original sources when using open materials. Get permission to use 

any copyrighted material. 

○ Ensure employee accountability for what they post, especially if you allow 

a lot of people to have access to your social media accounts. 

● External appropriate use policy 

○ Establish the parameters of your social media site and expectations for 

how the public should engage with it. 

○ Publish an outward-facing policy for public commenters and agency 

moderators to follow, and post it where users will be most likely to find it. 

The policy needs to: 

Utah Division of Archives and Records Service 
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■ List categories of prohibited speech and behavior that are subject 

to deletion or banning.  

● Please note that viewpoint discrimination is not allowed. 

You cannot remove somebody’s opinion because it is critical 

of you or your agency, or because it is contrary to the 

position of the agency, even if the opinion is stated rudely. 

■ Be posted publicly 

■ Be applied consistently 

○ A sample is included at the end of this guideline (see Appendix A).  

● Guideline for moderating public content judiciously 

○ Social media may include public comments or postings which are 

inconsistent with an administration’s policies and may require removal 

from the site. 

○ Create clear guidelines for moderating content which aligns with your 

agency’s strategy while also complying with the First Amendment’s 

protection of free speech. These guidelines could be the same as, or in 

addition to, the outward-facing policy for public commenters mentioned 

above.  

○ Train platform moderators to distinguish between a prohibited category of 

speech and a protected viewpoint. 

○ Develop a "tiered" moderation policy wherein commenters who 

repeatedly violate the comment and posting policy receive a set number of 

warnings before being prohibited from posting.  

○ Preserve both deleted comments and their context in order to defend 

challenges to a deletion or prohibition/banning.  

● Recordkeeping practices and requirements 

○ Incorporate government recordkeeping needs into terms of service 

(discussed further in the next section). 

○ Develop policies and procedures for regular identification and transfer of 

historical public records on social media to the Division of Archives and 

Records Service (aka State Archives). Social media platforms are unique 

and the content generated in each platform must be evaluated and 

captured in ways best suited that particular platform. 

○ Contact the Division of Archives and Records Service records and 

information management (RIM) specialists for information about capturing 

your social media accounts, posts, and comments for archiving.  

Utah Division of Archives and Records Service 
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● Roles, responsibilities, and training 

○ Clearly define for each platform who will create content, monitor quality 

and appropriateness of content, schedule postings, moderate public 

comments, own content, manage the accounts, etc.  

○ Educate staff regarding social media policies and train them to fulfill their 

roles correctly. 

 

Negotiate Terms of Service Agreements 

Government agencies have specific needs and limitations that should be reflected in 

social media Terms of Service (ToS) agreements. Do not just “click through” and agree 

with standard social media terms of service. Work with your IT, legal counsel, in-house 

fiscal authorities, etc. to negotiate enterprise-level agreements with social media vendors 

that meet the standards of your agency and cover the appropriate provisions (Council of 

State Archivists & National Governors Association, 2018, p. 2).  

 

Areas Needing Special Attention 

Special attention should be paid to the following areas in ToS agreements:  

● Indemnity clauses  

○ Frequently, government indemnity (defined as liability for loss or damage 

from another party) is limited by constitution or law. The ToS should 

adequately reflect the level of indemnity appropriate to the government 

agency. In many cases, this means striking the indemnity clause. 

● Legal disputes  

○ ToS agreements often specify that legal disputes be heard in a state 

favorable to the social media provider and under the law of that state. This 

may be in opposition to state or local government practices. 

● Records and Information Management 

○ The ToS agreement should ensure that the records created as part of the 

social media platform comply with all relevant state records management 

laws and regulations throughout the life and termination of the 

agreement.  

Utah Division of Archives and Records Service 
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○ If the provider can export a record, the agency should include a clause in 

the terms of service agreement that stipulates how and when this will 

occur. This clause should state that export shall occur before the provider 

deletes or otherwise destroys the public records that reside in their 

systems.  

○ Include instructions for notification and export requirements if the 

provider goes out of business or is purchased by another company. 

○ Specify what will happen when an employee or official who uses one of 

your agency’s social media accounts leaves or is terminated. Determine 

whether you want the account to be closed or to remain open, and how 

your agency will retain access to it.  

 

Distinguish Between Official versus Personal Accounts 

Any social media accounts used for government business are subject to Utah’s public 

records laws: the Government Records Access and Management Act (GRAMA, Utah Code 

63G-2) and Public Records Management Act (PRMA, Utah Code 63A-12). If personal 

accounts are used for government business, then the content created is a public record, 

and the personal accounts must be managed and archived according to these public 

records laws. For this reason, it is best practice to not use personal accounts for 

government business. 

 

Use Official Accounts for Official Communications 

To simplify compliance, ensure that: 

● Public officials and all staff use official media accounts for all government 

business. 

● Government communications do not originate from personal accounts (although 

they can be amplified via personal accounts). 

● Personal communications are never made via public accounts.  

● Elected officials do not use government accounts to post content reflecting the 

interests of political campaigns or parties. 

 

Utah Division of Archives and Records Service 
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Social Media as a Public Record 

Significant governance happens via social media. Social media communications have been 

used to inform the public in times of uncertainty, to unveil public policy, and as evidence 

in court cases. Even tweets may offer insights into government decisions and practices. 

Social media content that relates to transactions of government business and accounts 

created by government are government records, and their management and care are 

governed by the same laws that apply to government records in any other format or 

storage medium. 

 

Apply Retention Schedules to Social Media 

Records published on social media platforms and websites do not all have the same 

value. The content and its value will make a difference in determining retention and 

disposition. However, it may not be a good idea (or even possible) to delete content from 

a social media platform; it may be best to focus on identifying content that has historical 

value.  

Several existing retention schedules apply to records on social media. A dashboard 

displaying an agency’s accomplishments for the year could be the equivalent of an annual 

report and would follow the general retention schedule (GRS)-3, Annual or Official 

Reports. Content in a post could be equivalent to a government publication, which would 

follow GRS-1678, Publications, or to a press release, which would follow GRS-1716, Public 

Relations Records. Or content could be only temporarily valuable, such as a Tweet 

announcing that the office will be closed due to construction, which would follow 

GRS-1759, Transitory Correspondence.  

One important thing to remember when managing social media records is that only the 

record copy needs to follow the retention schedule; if you publish content on social 

media and have another copy elsewhere, you may choose which copy is the record copy. 

However, keep in mind that: 

● If the record copy is destroyed, but another copy still exists, it now becomes the 

record copy (by default).  

● If there is public comment on a social media post, the post and comment are now 

a unique record, with no identical copy elsewhere.  

The most practical approach may be to identify records with long-term or historical value 

and focus records management efforts on preserving them effectively. 
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Preserve and Transfer Historical Content 

Public records in social media that should be captured and preserved may include: 

● Evidence of an administration’s policies, business, or mission 

● Information only available on the social media site 

● Official agency information 

● Direct communication with the public using social media 

 

Preserved social media records should include content, context, and structure, along with 

the associated metadata (e.g., author, date of creation). There are social media 

preservation tools on the market that can facilitate the preservation of, and access to, 

social media content. Forrester Research, Inc. has published a market review of social 

media archiving tools, and asserts that “Social archiving vendors help meet...emerging 

challenges with tools that directly capture social posts, fully recreate metadata, and 

enable quick, intuitive searches to handle review and supervision tasks,” (Hayes, Nick & 

Cheryl McKinnon, 2015, p. 1). 

Features to look for in a social media archiving tool include: 

● Has archive options for all of your social media platforms (Facebook, Instagram, 

Google+, LinkedIn, Pinterest, Twitter & YouTube, blogs, Flickr, etc.) 

● Archives social media records in their native format, preserving all metadata and 

context. 

● Live captures and archives data, automatically 24/7 

● Archives ALL social media account information (the past, present, and future) 

● Creates custom retention rules per account 

● Searches and filters internal and external (public) social media archive while 

maintaining context and metadata 

● Searches across all social media archive accounts agency-wide 

● Exports data in its original format and context--whether performing an export 

based on a specific topic or exporting the entire archive directory and its contents 

● Creating agency maintains ownership rights to ALL social media data archived by a 

third party archiving solution 

● Comprehensive reporting 

● Connects to your own local backup (your servers) as well as having cloud-based 

backups (their servers) 

● Creates and exports an audit/maintenance log 

● Imports data from other archiving systems 

● Encrypts data with 256-bit encryption, and is SSAE16/SOC2 Audit Certified 

● Runs a checksum as part of each backup procedure 
 

Utah Division of Archives and Records Service 
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The State of Utah currently has a contract with ArchiveSocial for archiving social media 

accounts and content. Contact the Division of Archives and Records Service (RIM) 

specialists if you have questions about capturing and preserving your social media 

accounts, posts, and comments for archiving. 

 

Resources for Further Study 

Government 

National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) 

➢ “Guidance on managing social media records,” Bulletin 2014-02, 2013 

➢ Social Media Policies and Public Comment Policies, 2018 

 

Utah Department of Technology Services 

➢ State of Utah Social Media Guidelines, 2016 

 

Utah Division of Archives and Records Service 

➢ Records Management Essentials, 2018 

➢ Records and Information Management Specialists (formerly known as Records 

Analysts) 

Professional Organizations 

ARMA International – http://www.arma.org/ 

Guidelines, webinars, blogs, periodicals, etc., available upon purchase or with 

membership. 

➢ Using Social Media in Organizations, 2012 

 

Council of State Archivists and National Governor’s Association 

➢ Social Media and Public Records: Developing a Social Media Use Policy, 2018; 

guideline for government agencies. 

 

Freedom Forum Institute 

➢ First Amendment FAQs, 2018; identifies nine types of speech that are not 

protected under the First Amendment. 

Utah Division of Archives and Records Service 
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Vendors or Corporations 

ArchiveSocial 

➢ Resources for Government, 2018; includes policies, guides, ebooks, case studies, 

and videos. 
 
Forrester Research 

➢ Market Overview: Social Media Archiving, 2015 
 

SMARSH 

➢ The Public Sector Guide to Social Media Strategy and Policy 2017 Edition, 2017 

 

YouTube 

➢ Community Guidelines, 2018; example of a public use policy. 

 

 

Attribution 

Portions of these guidelines have been adapted, with permission, from NGA and CoSA’s 

Social Media and Public Records: Developing a Social Media Use Policy guideline. 
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Appendix A: Sample Public Comment and Posting Policy 

We welcome your comments on our [name of applicable social media platform]. 
Here is some information you should know in advance: 

● Our [platform] account is moderated and we will only allow comments from 
commenters over 13 years of age. 

● We will remove comments that contain abusive, vulgar, offensive, 
threatening or harassing language, personal attacks of any kind, or 
offensive terms that target specific individuals or groups. 

● We will remove comments that contain personal information (whether your 
own or someone else's), including home address, home or cell phone 
number, or personal e-mail address. Any information that would be 
considered private, protected, or controlled per GRAMA will likewise be 
removed.  

● Gratuitous links to sites are viewed as spam and may result in the comment 
being removed. 

● We will remove comments that are clearly off-topic, that promote services 
or products, or that promote or oppose any political party, person 
campaigning for elected office, or any ballot proposition. 

● Reporters should send questions through [your preferred method] and 
refrain from submitting questions here as comments.  

● We do not discriminate against any views, but reserve the right to not post 
or to remove comments that do not adhere to the above standards. 

● Commenters who repeatedly violate this policy may be prohibited from 
posting. 

● Communications made through our [platform's] messaging system will in no 
way constitute a legal or official notice or comment to [your agency] or any 
official or employee of [your agency] for any purpose. 

● It is presumed that by posting a comment you are agreeing to have it 
released into the public domain, so do not submit anything you do not wish 
to broadcast to the general public. 

● Your comments are welcome at any time. We will review and post 
comments as quickly as we are able. 

Attribution 

Portions of this sample policy have been adapted from the U.S. National Archives and 

Records Administration’s “Blog Comment and Posting Policy." 
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Appendix B: Social Media Use Checklist 

Using Social Media in Government 

❏ Develop a social media strategy 

❏ Create a social media policy 

❏ Establish and disseminate an internal appropriate use standard 

❏ Make a plan for managing social media records 

❏ Designate roles (by platform) and provide applicable training 

❏ Publicly post an external appropriate use policy (i.e., Public Comment and Posting 

Policy) 

❏ Provide a guideline and training for staff who will be enforcing the policy 

❏ Retain public comments that you remove, along with their context 

❏ Negotiate Terms of Service Agreements with each platform provider 

❏ Train staff to use only official accounts for official information 

❏ Identify retention schedules that apply to your social media records 

❏ Transfer historical records to Utah’s Division of Archives and Records Service (aka 
State Archives) 
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